Baker, ISS Chairman
Since March, Brought Spirit to Organization

Dean Baker's association with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology was for only one year, but if we were to trace each separate year of his service, we would observe the characteristics which made him the one and only person to whom we could entrust the University's interests. Baker was as unique, in his own way, as was the school itself.

In the summer of 1949, he accepted the invitation to chair the organizing committee for the International Student Service, and on April 8, 1950, he took office as the first chairman. He was the first person to be appointed as chairman of the ISS, and it was Baker's belief that the university was having an American in this position since the ISS was the first such organization to be set up in a British and French original.

Dean Baker was described by many as being one of the most remarkable, intuitive feeling for the qualities of people that I have ever known. "We became old friends at once," Dr. Baker always said of the first meeting. "There was something about him that made me feel at ease and feel important."

After the shock and grief of his death in late August many students and faculty members were left feeling the void that he had left in the student body. His passing was indeed remarkable, and the price is responsibility for himself and his work.
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